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Hawaii Voters Re-Elect Same Crooks Who
caused the Obama-Constitutional Crisis,
Fascist Economy, Taxes, TSA,Wars
While Mainland Voters made sweeping out Traitors from government positions a reality by voting for non-incumbents who support the Constitutional limits
on government power, fiscal responsibility, lower taxes, gun rights, enforcement of
immigration laws, ending ObamaCARE socialism and Bank Bailouts, Hawaii voters demonstrated insanity yet again—and this the most important election in our
lifetimes— by voting mostly for Democratic Party incumbents who will continue
to ignore their violations and abuses of power just like the infamous Republican
Party Lingle Regime did past eight years that is likely the cause of this Voter backlash. Apparently Hawaii voters forget that as Sovereign United States Nationals,
we have a responsibility to keep or government agents, including the Usurper
Barack H. Obama, working to preserve and defend our right to keep and bear arms
and our whole Constitution for the United States of America, and lower taxes.
Are Voters insane? Insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting a different result. But that's what Voters have been doing electing the same
crooked career politicians of the same political parties year after year -- 13 trillion
in debt, open borders, and 8 million lost jobs, TSA, DEA, Wars, trashed economy,
is what we got with incumbents. To change Washington, we needed to change who
we send there with this election; Clean Hawaii government is a long time away
again now that Voters have given the power of government to so many of the same
crooked politicians who caused taxes to rise, and Freedom and Liberty to die.
Democrats Neil Abercrombie and Brian Schats captured the
office of Hawaii governor, easily beating their Republican oppoents, Gov. Duke
Aiona and Lynn Finnegan. Vote total approximately 208,000 to 147,000
Abercrombie raised $4.3 million for the race with more than $600,000 coming in the last week in individual donations over $500.
"We are all going to be joined together here for the common purpose of
embracing change for Hawaii's future." Abercrombie supports Obamanation and
Socialism and high taxes to pay for ObamaChange programs.
Former U.S. representative Abercrombie left Congress in February to focus on
his run for Hawaii governor. Abercrombie will be sworn in on Dec. 6.
U.S. Sen. Dan Inouye Wins 9th Term after coasting to victory over
Cam Cavasso [ a gun rights supporter and Constitutionist but with little money or
name recognition]. Vote was approximately 260,000 to 75,000.
Inouye is the 86-year-old Democrat who is the nation's most senior senator
and is chairman of the powerful Senate Money Appropriations Committee who has
supported Obama’s spending and socialist programs, and rated an F by gun rights
organizations. With Democrats maintaining control of the U.S. Senate, he will continue to be able to wield enormous control over how federal money is spent, so you
can expect Obama’s socialist programs and Wars to continue rack up debts.
Inouye raised more than $5.1 million election campaign funds, compared to
$252,000 for Cavasso since January 2009.
Democrat U.S. Rep. Mazie Hirono was reelected representing Hawaii's
neighbor islands and rural Oahu. The 62-year-old socialist and anti-gun rights
politician’s voter support and $1 million campaign fund overwhelmed pro-gun
rights constitutionist John Willoughby [128,000 to 44,600 ].
Hirono will find herself partnered with a fellow Democrat in the House, as
Colleen Hanabusa defeated incumbent Charles Djou inspite of her reputed nexus
with organized crime figures and development scandals. Only in Hawaii, auwe!
The two Democrats will now be in a Republican-controlled House after sweeping
GOP victories around the country in backlash against Obama-nation!
Maui, Molokai, Lanai: Alan Arakawa Wins Back Maui Mayor Seat as
incumbent Mayor Charmaine Tavares sees the totals: 24,170 vs 16,915
Arakawa is calling out all Maui County residents who are qualified and willing to serve in his Administration to submit resume immediately.
COUNCILmembers elected are: Robert CARROLL, Riki HOKAMA, Mike
WHITE, Don COUCH, Michael VICTORINO, Elle COCHRAN, Danny
Mateo, Gladys Baisa, Joe Pontanilla.
Mele CARROLL will return to the House with 5,01377 votes, defeating
Meiling AKUNA’s 1,476 votes.
CON. AMEND.RELATING TO AN APPOINTED BOE
Yes: 221,13457 No: 145,65538
CON. AMEND.RELATING TO THE TAX REBATE REQUIREMENT
Yes: 227,208 No: 122,514
MAUI CHARTER AMENDMENT CANDIDATES’s Financial reports
Yes 33,953 No: 4,723
MAUI Charter AMENDMENT re: Real Property Tax funding for housing.
Yes24,893 No: 13,830
Expect RPTax to increase more and more to pay for socialist housing.

Molokai Women’s Health
Center Celebrates 25years
Molokai General Hospital President Janice Kalanihuia, Phyllis Laraiso, CNM
and Joan Thompson were among the organizers of the 25th anniversary of the
Women’s Health Center. Since 1985, when Jenny Whitman delivered the first
baby, Brandon Hirashima, Certified Nurse Midwives have been the major deliverer of Women’s Health care, from prenatal, birthing to menopausal and post
menopausal care. In 24 years, one thousand four hundred and eighty-eight
Molokai babies were delivered by the Certified Nurse Mdiwives.
Dr. Ralph Hale, Jenny Whitman, Janice Kalanihuia and Phoebe Starkey were
the first staff. One of the medical residents who trained under Dr. Hale, Dr. E.
Battacharya continues the obstetric-gynecological backup at the Women’s Center.
In the photograph, Phyllis Laraiso holds a plaque presented to the MGH
Women’s Health Center by Healthy Mothers Healthy Babies Coalition for the
years of service to Molokai women.
The afternoon event followed a morning Health Fair with presentations to Dr.
Hale, Dr. Battacharya and activities. Displays of photographs of the 15th anniversary and of all the babies and moms were enjoyed by all.

Voting
Computers Flip votes!
Are Hawaii’s voting machines safe to use? Should you trust them?
Disappeared News believes not. It’s better to vote using a paper ballot. Although
since those ballots are read by other machines, there’s no guarantee of accuracy.
In 2009, Babson v. Cronin lawsuit stopped the state from transmitting election results via telephone or the Internet because votes could be transmitted surreptitiously to a computer located anywhere in the world, then sent to the Office
of Elections, and they’d never know it. The Office of Elections had not bothered
to put rules in place that either permitted electronic transmission or protected voters against such problems. So, the state finally put rules in place.
So are we now assured that votes cast on the electronic machines are safe?
No. There is, in fact, no way that users of the machines can be sure that their votes
were not “flipped” to the other party or otherwise changed.
How come? Each machine has a paper verification, right? I can check my vote
to see if it is correct. No, unfortunately you can’t, the paper printouts are not used
in the voting process. You can verify your ballot and the machine can still write
whatever it wants onto the memory card. In other words, you vote for candidate
“A”, and the printout you are looking at shows “A” but the machine writes “B” to
its memory card. And “B” will be the vote counted.
The numbers used to calculate winners and losers are recorded inside the
computer hardware; tallies don't come from the computer's touch-screen, nor from
what's printed on those little rolls of paper.
Consider the situation of South Carolina four-term state senator Vic Rawl
who was inexplicably defeated in their primary by newcomer Alvin Greene.
Greene had no campaign website, no money, and no one had ever heard of him.
But the machines declared him the winner in the primary. Rawl went to challenge
the outcome, but there was no way that he could do anything. The machines could
not prove that Rawl lost the election. In fact, the machines could not prove that
Greenewon the election. Computer voting is just “Faith based voting.”
I have personal experience, when the HART machines were first introduced,
of turning the selection wheel back within the long Board of Education slate.When
I pushed the button, it was in the US Senate section of the ballot. These
“machines” are just computers, and they don’t work any better than the machine I
am typing this article on. Or yours. Can this be fixed? Yes. But not today.
For those who value the integrity of their vote, it is better to stand for a few
minutes in the voting booth and vote the old-fashioned way. Its your vote.
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Obama Charged with Treason

Treason is defined as: 1. The betrayal of a trust. 2. The offense of attempting by overt
acts to overthrow the government of the state to which the offender owes allegiance.
IF [repeat IF...] Obama is a lawful eligible President, and, IF he is "the government",
which he is not, then the actions of military protestors may be construed as Treason.
But the evidence clearly shows that Obama is NOT a lawful Constitutionally natural
born thereby eligible to be President. And no President is "the government". "We the
People" and our Constitution for the United States of America that defines government
agency are THE government. The President is just part time hired help.
1. Lt. Commander Walter Francis Fitzpatrick, III filed a charge of "Treason" against
Obama in Federal Court in Tennessee.
2. Commander Charles Kerchner, through his attorney, Mario Apuzzo, has filed a
lawsuit against all of the US Congress, Dick Cheney, Nancy Pelosi and Obama for violating the US Constitution in certifying the Electoral College votes for Obama's favor.

State Sovereignty: Nullify Now!
Stop Federal “Obamanations”!
Are we Hawaiians Free, Sovereign individuals, or slaves of Obamanation?
The Tenth Amendment clearly says we retain our Sovereignty over USA !
At the North Carolina ratifying convention Samuel Spencer said, “It appears
to me that the state governments are not sufficiently secured and that they may
be swallowed up by the great mass of powers given to congress.”
Oliver Ellsworth from Connecticut said, “The United States are sovereign on
their side of the line of divided jurisdictions, the states on the other. Each ought
to have the power to defend their respective jurisdictions.”
Another of our Yankee brethren, Mr Williams wrote “Are not the terms common defense and general welfare indefinite and undefinable terms? What checks
have the state governments against such encroachments?”
And that’s the questions we’re facing again today – what checks do the
states have against such encroachments? The Obamanation encroachments are in
our face every day. From Real ID to national health care, gun confiscation, TSA,
DEA, Homeland Security, FEMA, WARS, and everything in between.
Clearly, the 10th Amendment was never intended to be a throwaway or a
quaint relic. Its necessity in creation was brought about by clear and deliberate
decision – by people who stingily delegated their sovereign authority to this limited powers agent [USA] they were creating by Constitutional definitions.
Today we’re dedicated to the repeal or nullification of all unconstitutional
federal legislation that has been illegally imposed upon us by the general government [aka U.S.A. incorporated Obamanation].
Hawaiians need to work together so we can implement the promotion of
state sovereignty legislation, including the nullification of unlawful general government acts by Obama and Congress, and Supreme Court crooks. We need to
warn Obamanoids that “when you send your federal agents DEA, ATF, IRS et al,
here to try and overturn sovereign state law, our constitutional sheriffs are going
to put them in jail – and you can come pay their fine to get ‘em out!”
At the end of the American Revolution [aka the illegal overthrow of the
British King’s rule in America] the states were 13 free and independent countries. They created a limited powers government [USA] to handle things they felt
could be better done at a central location in Washing DC. But never in anything I
can read was there a desire to be anything but free and independent states. We’re
members of a voluntary compact – not slaves to a federal leviathan.
But, in Hawaii and our states today, both sovereignty and solvency are in
peril. Sovereignty’s betrayal for solvency’s temporary relief is always on the
table between D.C. and our state capitols. It’s you and me, and the rest of us who
have to be the obstacle to that short sale of freedom. If we don’t do it, who will?
If not today, when? VOTE out ALL incumbents who are proven TRAITORS.!
For every unlawful general government imposition, we must reject – we are
not going to be slaves to illegal legislation to obtain federal dollaras. It is up to
us to remind our states of Madison’s warning that encroachments by the central
government must “excite the legislatures to watchfulness and impose upon them
the strongest obligation and that is to preserve unimpaired the line of partition.”
That line, States vs USA, is blurred, and hardly exists anymore, thanks to Obama
and Pelosi, and Lingle/Aiona, Abercrombie, Inouye, Akaka, et al.
So today, let’s make up our minds – The Tenth Amendment says we are no
longer going to accept buzzwords from politicians. Starting today, let us be real
clear to those newly elected politicians – we will no longer accept general government [Feds] theft of our liberties, or freedoms, our Bill of Rights, our
Sovereignty over government agents. No longer will we stand by idly while our
pockets are picked by political parties to fund the perpetual welfare-warfare state.
No longer will we tolerate a vast nationalist state that has become aggressive
abroad and despotic at home, and the usupers decided that the Constitutionally
defined limits of its own power can be ignored with impunity—TREASON !

3. Lieutenant Colonel Terrence Lakin has refused to be deployed until he
sees proof that Obama is an eligible President. He is now being Court Marshaled,
with a military Judge telling him that he can not see, nor present evidence pertaining to Obama's eligibilty to be President, according to Colonel Denise Lind,
"It may embarrass the President". Sounds like Obama’s TREASON!
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Newspapers around the world focused closely on Tuesday’s U.S. midterm
elections, with headline writers scrambling for words to describe the scale of the
losses faced by the Democrats’usurping traitor President Obama. “Tsunami” was
the word of choice for some. Unfortunately, it has become clear the Senate’s
Demoncrap majority, though lessened, will not change hands.
TheRepublican Party members now call out to "roll up our sleeves' for public and remove the Obamacare 'monstrosity'
House Republican Leader John Boehner after today’s election victories,
claimed a voter mandate to roll back the Obama administration's health care
overhaul, calling it a "monstrosity." The presumptive next speaker of the House
told reporters Wednesday morning the Republican takeover of the House and its
success in narrowing the Democratic Senate majority was proof that "the
Obama-Pelosi agenda" was rejected by the American people.
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

AcCandidates backed by Gun Owners of America scored tremendous wins in
Tuesday's elections.

"We have staked the whole of all our political instiIn many cases, GOA was the ONLY national pro-gun organization to activetutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-governly
oppose
Nancy Pelosi's "Blue Dog" Democrats. Our aggressive opposition to
ment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
these
Representatives
-- who are mistakenly considered to be somewhat conserourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
vative
-was
well
worth
the effort as Pelosi has now been reduced to minority staaccording to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

tus.
You can go to the GOA website -- at http://gunowners.org/goa-victories.htm
-- to see the dozens of new GOA-backed Senators and Representatives who will
be serving you to protect our 2nd Amendment right to keep and bear arms.
Some of the highlights include:
* California, Dist. 19 -- Jeff Denham
* Florida, Senate -- Marco Rubio
* Florida, Dist. 22 -- Allen West
* Minnesota, Dist. 8 -- Chip Cravaack
* Missouri, Dist. 4 -- Vicky Hartzler
* Ohio, Dist. 6 -- Bill Johnson
* Virginia, Dist. 9 -- Morgan Griffith
* Washington, Dist. 2 -- John Koster
* Hawaii.....Obama Democrats said no to gun rights in Hawaii by re-electing Sen. Dan Inouye, Rep Hirono, and electing Rep. Hanabusa.
Except for Hawaii, these are patriots who will be protecting the Constitution
and your gun rights for years to come.
But, with Obama’s UN Gun Treaty pending, we need every gun owner and
patriot’s commitment to fight the war against unlawful gun enforcement. Now,
the fate of our Second Amendment Rights lays in the hands of the anti-gun nuts
Obama has nominated to "represent" America at the UN Arms Trade Treaty negotiations. Obama has already stacked the courts with radical justices who will
strike down anyone who contests this assault on our gun rights freedom from
government infringments.
Obama made sure nothing stands in his way of passing a slew of the most
strangling gun laws in history. Obama's ideal America is a country where ALL
your firearms are regulated and or destroyed. Say goodbye to that nice family
heirloom rifle you were planning to pass on to the kids. Once he grabs your guns,
Obama will make sure you and your family become walking targets for his government ATF thugs, terrorists, and common criminals.
The ugly truth is that Obama & UN’s Arms Trade Treaty will turn America
into a total police state. If your firearm manages to squeeze through Obama's red
tape, you can bet a new Obama appointed "gun task force" will be tracking the
whereabouts of your gun at every moment. The "gun task force" will also be
tracking YOU. If you think our government is overreaching now, just see what
happens if this treaty is passed.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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OBAMA MUST BE FIRED, Sent Back to
Chicogo’s Sewers Where He belongs!

Obama, we have accumulated a catastrophic amount of debt. Obama has raised our
debt more than any other President in history. Just for existing, every American now carries $43,000 dollars of our country's debt. Last time I checked, if you or I want to rack up
$43,000 of debt, we have to spend our own money. Not anymore. Obama is spending our
money for us and slapping us with the bill.
Rest assured Obama has taken full advantage of America's credit card. He steamrolled his deficit busting “universal healthcare” plan through our legislative process. Even
though none of us wanted to pay for Obama's latest spending frenzy, he passed it anyway.
Now we are stuck footing the $2.5 trillion dollar tab. Obama didn't just stop at socialist
healthcare. He snuck $569.2 billion dollars in secret taxes into the bill. So, not only do we
get to pay for ObamaCare, we also get slapped with a plethora of new taxes.
We all know that Obama's Presidency has been a living nightmare, it's time we sent
Obama back to Chicago.

It’s Official: Obama Has Now
Borrowed $3 Trillion
Reported by the U.S. Treasury Department.

It took from 1776, when the United States became an independent country,
until 1990, for the federal government to accumulate a total of $3 trillion in
debt, according to the Treasury Department. Obama only took from Jan. 20,
2009, the day President Barack Obama was inaugurated, until Oct. 15, 2010, for
the Obama administration to add $3 trillion to that federal debt.
The Obamanation has dug the biggest economic hole in human history. It
has become so severe that if you listen carefully, you'll hear the Chinese - the
biggest holders of US debt, wondering if they'll ever get their money back. The
foundation of the US dollar is already under threat. If it does collapse, it will take
down other economies and currencies down with it.
At the summer 2010 meeting of G20 countries, European countries including the United Kingdom and Germany urged Barack Obama to implement austerThis is the moment a lightning bolt appears to strike the Statue of Liberty in ity measures with them. Obama refused. Instead, he steered the economy in the
New York. by New York photographer Jay Fine as he braved a storm.
opposite direction - by pumping billions more paper dollars in the economy.
The United States is moving to the left. Meanwhile, European countries, recognizing some major flaws in their system, are moving right. Some socialist
aspects of their societies are being reduced. For example, the tax burden on citizens and companies are being relaxed even as they decrease government spending. Europe is moving towards free enterprise just as Obama groves Socialism.
In essence, thinks he can tax and spend the country back into prosperity.
While it might make sense in theory, the policy has never been attempted in this
magnitude before and it can fail. It is also important to note that more than four
out of every ten dollar today is already borrowed - in stimulus spending.
For most, however, the above reasons are relatively easy to accept because
there are limited choices on the matter. But the third consideration is more serious: the United States is already bankrupt. Continuing free-spending policies
might hurt rather than strengthen the country's economy. There is no longer
enough genuine wealth to buy a way out of the debt that just seems to grow bigger each day Obama regime remains in theWhite House trashing the economy.
In 2007, the US Senate and the House of Representatives increased the
Federal Government's spending baseline to over $4.4 trillion. There is no money
to pay for all the stimulus money. Already, the government is borrowing 41 cents
for every dollar it spends. By August 2010, the country already has a debt of
more than $1.47 trillion. Obama prints more dollar bills, but in one way or
another, taxpayers will have to foot the bills for ObamaSpendingSpree.
According to government reports, consumer prices only experienced an
annual increase of 1.1%. But when you look around, basic food prices have
increased by a dramatic 48% over the past year! This statistic is measured by the
price of corn, wheat, canola, and oats. This inflation is not only about supply and
demand, it is also driven by the lower purchasing power of consumers using
worthless paper dollars. It is already showing up on the price of physical goods.
Get this: Fed Chief Ben Bernanke has commented that inflation is too low.
Another round of quantitative easing is expected. Given the magnitude of
COLORADO 40 acres $28,500!
●
● Near mountains, Rio Grande River the problem, is there a way out?
and small town. Good road access,
The solution is to reduce the deficit by cutting back on
SERVICES OFFERED
fully surveyed. $350 down, $350
monthly. Call Owner 806-676-8690
entitlement spending, War spending, CIA and TSA,
Architectural Drafting Office ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ph. 553-9045
DEA, FEMA, Foreign Aid, Israel, Big government.
2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
email: luigis@aloha.net
This process will be highly unpopular. But, manipulating money supply is no
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ fully furnished. Carport, storage, launLICENSED ARCHITECT
longer
enough. Structural changes are necessary. Cutting back on spending can
dry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Rich Young - Custom homes
help
balance
the budget but it won't be an immediate solution. This is because even
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
Portfolio available online at
if
it's
implemented,
the unemployment rate is still at 9.6%: its an Obamanation!
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
phone 1-808-553-5992.
Pono Tree Triming /remove
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
and chips: ph 558 8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
An armed man is a Citizen;

Lightning Strikes Liberty?

Da Kine Ads

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

un-armed man is a subject.
===================
Freedom Is NOT FREE

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless

can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

Every
Wednesday

DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.
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